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a b s t r a c t
Integer factorization is known to be one of the most important and useful methods in
number theory and arithmetic. It also has a very close relationship to some algorithms in
cryptography such as RSA algorithm. The RSA cryptosystem is one of the most popular and
attractive public-key cryptosystems in theworld today. Its security is based on thedifficulty
of integer factorization. Solving a large and sparse linear system over GF(2) is one of the
most time consuming steps in most modern integer factorization algorithms including the
fastest one, GNFS algorithm.
TheMontgomery block Lanczosmethod from Linbox [13] is for solving large and sparse
linear systems over finite fields and it can be integrated into the general number field
sieve (GNFS) algorithm which is the best known algorithm for factoring large integers
over 110 digits. This paper will present an improved Montgomery block Lanczos method
integrated with parallel GNFS algorithm. The experimental results show that the improved
Montgomery block Lanczos method has a better performance compared with the original
method. It can findmore solutions or dependencies than the originalmethodwith less time
complexities. Implementation details and experimental results are provided in this paper
as well.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Integer factorization is very important in mathematics, cryptography, complexity theory, etc. From the number theory
point of view, the definition of integer factorization is the process of finding two prime factors of a given positive integer.
This can be done easily when the given integer is very small, but the problem is more and more difficult when the given
integer becomes larger and larger. For example, researchers in the Ecoles Polytechniques Federales de Lausanne (EPFL),
the University of Bonn and NTT Corporation factored the 307-digit number using computer clusters of 146 PCs power and a
year’s calculation, by special number field sieve algorithm. Currently, there is no fast and reliable (reliablemeans can always
find factor) integer factorization algorithm for large integers yet. The difficulty of large integer factorization makes the RSA
algorithm secure and trustable. Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) algorithm [1] is the most popular algorithm in public-key
cryptosystem; it has been used in many industrial fields such as internet explorer, credit card systems, cell phones, etc. As a
standard public-key encryption algorithm, RSA has been used formany years. But the security of this algorithmmainly relies
on the difficulty of factoring large integers. So far, there is no efficient integer factorization algorithm published. Table 1 also
gives the latest best integer factorization records. Some integer factorization methods like: Trial division [2], Pollard’s p− 1
algorithm [3], Lenstra Elliptic Curve Factorization (ECM) [4], Quadratic Sieve (QS) [5] are either too time consuming for large
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Table 1
Integer factorization records.
Number Digits Date MIPS-years Algorithm
C116 116 1990 275 MPQS
RSA-120 120 June, 1993 830 MPQS
RSA-129 129 April, 1994 5000 MPQS
RSA-130 130 April, 1996 1000 GNFS
RSA-140 140 February, 1999 2000 GNFS
RSA-155 155 August, 1999 8000 GNFS
RSA-576 174 December, 2003 13200 GNFS
C176 176 May, 2005 48.6 (Pentium 1 GHz CPU) years GNFS
RSA-200 200 May, 2005 121 (Pentium 1 GHz CPU) years GNFS
integers or too complicated to implement. The best known algorithm for integer over 110 digits is general number field
sieve (GNFS).
Even GNFS is the fastest and best known integer factorization method so far, it still takes a long time to factor large
integers. For example, it takes several months to factor an integer over 140 digits. Sieving and solving a large and sparse
linear system over GF(2) are the two most time consuming parts in GNFS. Sieving has been parallelized in our previous
work and the experimental results show that a great improvement has been achieved [6,7]. To get any further improvement
seems to be difficult and unnecessary on this part because it has been well structured and parallelized. For the second part,
we use the Montgomery block Lanczos method from Linbox to solve large and sparse linear system over GF(2). The original
method has some disadvantages: first, it only finds few solutions for a given inputs. Secondly, it takes exorbitant amount
of time to symmetrize a large and sparse matrix. In this paper, we will introduce an improved Montgomery block Lanczos
method which is based on the original method but can find more solutions with less time complexity.
The RSA algorithm and GNFS algorithm are presented shortly in Sections 2 and 3, followed by the introduction of Linbox
library in Section 4. Some preliminaries are presented in Section 5. We present our improved Montgomery block Lanczos
method in Section 6 and corresponding experimental results in Section 7. Performance evaluation and comparisons are in
Section 8. The final part is our conclusion and future work.
2. RSA algorithm
The idea of RSA algorithm is not very mystic. The key players in RSA are two keys: public key and private key. Assume
our public key is (n, e), and our private key is d, and they are all integers. The public key is composed of n and e, and the
private key also has two parts n and d. The integer is a large composite number which can be factored into two other large
primes p and q. The number e is a random integer between 1 and n, and relatively prime to ϕ (ϕ is the product of p− 1 and
q− 1). d is an integer where d = e−1modϕ. Then the key generation step of RSA algorithm are:
1. Choose two random large primes p and q.
2. Compute the product of p and q, n = pq.
3. Compute ϕ, ϕ = (p− 1)(q− 1).
4. Generate e, choose a random integer between 1 and ϕ, 1 ≤ e ≤ ϕ, gcd(e, ϕ) = 1.
5. Use e and ϕ to get private key d, d = e−1modϕ.
Then we use public key to do the encryption and use the private key to do the decryption. From the above steps we can
see that the private key can be calculated by integer p and q. If n could be factored in a reasonable time, the RSA algorithm
will be broken.
Here is an example for RSA algorithm [8]:
1. Select two prime numbers p and q, here choose p = 61 and q = 53;
2. Use p and q to compute n, n = pq = 61× 53 = 3233;
3. Now, ϕ = (p− 1)(q− 1) = 60× 52 = 3120;
4. Randomly pick up an integer e = 17, such that gcd(e, ϕ) = 1;
5. Compute private key d such that d = e−1modϕ, d = 2753;
6. Public keys are n = 3233, e = 17. Assuming plaintextm is 123;
7. Encryptm by c = memod n = 12317mod 3233 = 855;
8. Decrypt c bym = cdmod n = 8552753mod 3233 = 123.
This is a simple example chosen only for the demonstration purpose, in the real applications, n, p and q are much bigger.
3. The GNFS method
The General Number Field Sieve (GNFS) [9–11] algorithm was developed by Lenstra, et al. [12] in 1993. It tries to find
two perfect squares (s2, r2) (s2 ≡ r2(mod n)) and computes the gcd of (n, s+ r) and (n, s− r) to find factors of n. Assume
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n = pq, we have [10]:
pq|(s2 − r2) ⇒ pq|(s− r)(s+ r)
⇒ p|(s− r)(s+ r) and q|(s− r)(s+ r),
if c|ab and gcd(b, c) = 1, then c|a. So p, q, r and smust satisfy p|(s− r) or p|(s+ r) and q|(s− r) or q|(s+ r). The chances
of finding two factors are 70%.
Currently GNFS is the fastest and best known integer factorization method over 110 digits, it has six steps [11]:
1. Selecting parameters: choose an integerm ∈ Z and a polynomial f which satisfy f (m) ≡ 0(mod n).
2. Defining three factor bases: rational factor base R, algebraic factor base A and quadratic character base Q .
3. Sieving: generate enough pairs (a, b) (relations) to build a linear dependence.
4. Processing relations: filter out useful pairs (a, b) that were found from sieve.
5. Building up a large and sparse linear system over GF(2) and solve it.
6. Squaring root, use the results from the previous step to generate two perfect squares, then factor n.
4. Linbox library
Linbox is a C++ template library which is developed by a group of researchers cross USA, Canada and France [13]. This
library is for high-performance, exact linear algebra computations with different type of matrices such as dense matrices,
sparse matrices, symmetric matrices,.etc. Some linear algebra algorithms such as Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm,
biorthogonal block Lanczos algorithm, look-ahead block Lanczos algorithm and Wiedemann’s algorithm are implemented
with C++ template parameters. It also provides tools for some other linear algebra computations (includes integers, rational
numbers, finite fields and rings) such as rank, determinant, minimal polynomial and characteristic polynomial.
The main components of Linbox are shown in Fig. 1 [13]:
1. Linbox, the source library.
• linbox/field: field and ring representations.
• linbox/randiter: random element generation for fields and rings.
• linbox/blackbox, generally immutable matrix representations.
• linbox/matrix, mutable sparse and dense matrices.
• linbox/algorithms, Linbox core algorithms.
• linbox/solutions, convenience wrappers of algorithms.
• linbox/element, details of field and ring element representation.
• linbox/fflas, wrapper of BLAS for exact finite prime field linear algebra.
• linbox/ffpack
• linbox/util, basic integers, timing clocks and commentator.
2. Examples, there are some programs meant to be directly useful or be guides for the programmer using Linbox.
3. Tests, primarily correctness tests to aid development.
4. Doc.
• doc/linbox-html, the documentation for online browsing.
• doc/latex, the documentation for printing.
5. Interfaces, interfaces to other systems.
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5. Preliminaries
All notations and definitions in this section are cited from [14,15].
• K is the finite field GF(q) of q elements, for a prime q.
• A ∈ Kn×n is a matrix, intended to be sparse. The dimension is intended to be very large, on the order of 106 or more.
• For k, l > 0, and a matrix v ∈ Kk×l, 〈v〉 is the vector space spanned by the columns of v.
• For two subspaces V andW of Kk, V ⊕W is the direct sum of two subspaces in Kk, that is, the set of all possible linear
combination of elements of V and elements ofW .
• For amatrix v ∈ Kn×N , the (block) Krylov space of vwith respect to A, denotedK(A, v), is defined asK(A, v) :=⊕∞i=0〈Aiv〉.• A subspaceW ⊆ Kn is said to be A-invertible if it has a basisW of column vectors such thatW TAW is invertible.
6. Improved Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm
As we mentioned earlier, Linbox has three major algorithms: the Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm, biorthogonal
block Lanczos algorithm and look-ahead block Lanczos algorithm. All three have been integrated into our parallel GNFS
package [16,17]. In this paper we will focus on the Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm.
The original Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm in Linbox [15] is an extension of the standard Lanczos algorithm [18,
19]. It takes advantage of parallelization to improve the performance. By applying it over GF(2) where the field only contains
(0, 1) and arithmetic operations can be performed in parallel with bit operations. For example, we can apply a matrix to N
vectors at a time (N is the length of computer word). Instead of using vectors for iteration, we use subspace instead. But this
algorithm has two drawbacks: (1) The input of this algorithm is restricted to a symmetric matrix. The original method uses
a very time consuming way to symmetrize a matrix: by multiplying the coefficient matrix A with AT . The time complexity
for symmetrizing A is O(n3), therefore the overall algorithm’s time complexity is O(n3). Instead of symmetrize A, we can
apply A and AT to vector to get the same results with less time complexity O(n2). (2) The performance of this algorithm is
not impressive. It finds very few solutions, most of time only 1 or 0 solution.
Our improved Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm has overcome these drawbacks. The improved Montgomery block
Lanczos method has less time complexity (O(n2)) and can find more solutions.
Like original algorithm, first we generate a sequence of pairwise A-orthogonal subspaces {Wi}i=ni=0, n is the size of matrix.
In stead of using a symmetric input B which is generated by ATA, we use A directly. The multiplication V = BV0 of B and
vector space V0 will be replaced by V = ATV1, V1 = AV0. (Please refer to [14,15] for original algorithm):
Wi is A-invertible,
W Tj AWi = {0}, {i 6= j},
AW ⊆ W, W = W0 +W1 + · · · +Wm−1.
(1)
Let the block size N equal to 32, at each iteration, an n× N matrix Vi will be generated which is A-orthogonal to all {Wj},
(0 ≤ j < i). Vi will be used to chooseWi+1, whereWi+1 is the base of {Wi+1} andWi+1 is A-invertible.
Wi = ViSi,
Vi+1 = AT (AWiSTi )+ Vi −
i∑
j=0
WjCi+1,j (i ≥ 0),
Wi = 〈Wi〉, (2)
in which
Ci+1,j = (WTj AT (AWj))−1WTj AT (A((AT (AWiSTi )+ Vi))). (3)
This iteration will stop when V Ti A
TAVi = 0 where i = m. The iteration can also be simplified as follows:
Vi+1 = AT (AViSiSTi )+ ViDi+1 + Vi−1Ei+1 + Vi−2Fi+1,
where Di+1, Ei+1, Fi+1 can be computed:
Di+1 = IN −Winvi
(
V Ti A
T (A(AT (AViSiSTi )))+ V Ti ATA(Vi)
)
,
Ei+1 = −Winvi−1V Ti AT (AViSiSTi ),
Fi+1 = −Winvi−2(IN − V Ti−1AT (AVi−1Winvi−1))
(
V Ti−1A
T (A (AT (AVi−1Si−1STi−1)))+ V Ti−1AT (AVi−1)SiSTi ) .
Then we define x to be:
x =
m−1∑
j=0
Wj(WTj A
T (AWj))−1WTj b. (4)
As we mentioned earlier, the original Montgomery block Lanczos method in Linbox only find few solutions. Sometimes
this will cause an unsuccessful integer factorization. The reason why this block Lanczos method only finds few solutions is
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Fig. 2. The workflow of GNFS algorithm.
the way it initializing V0. In Linbox, V0 is generated randomly by a random subspace generator. Remember we try to solve a
large and spare linear system over GF(2), a field only contains two element 0 and 1 and half of all vectors are A-orthogonal
to themselves, very likely we will get a full 0 vector. Theoretically, we can choose V0 arbitrarily, but this will decrease the
possibility of finding more solutions.
In our improvedmethod, we change our initializationmethod.We fix the subspace tomatrix A itself, and generate vector
V0 from A. And we verify the V0 after the generation. In this way, we can find a ‘‘fat’’ V0. With the new algorithm, we can find
at least around 10 ormore solutions. The experimental results presented later show us that ourmethod has some significant
improvements.
7. Parallel implementations
As we mentioned before, Linbox project is a C++ linear library. The main goals of Linbox are genericity and high
performance. It also provides us a common, easy-use interface. With our new algorithm, wewould findmore solutions with
less time complexity. Our parallel code is built on the sequential source GNFS code fromMonico [11] and Linbox project [13].
7.1. Linbox overview
Linbox itself provides efficient black box technique (or solutions) for linear algebra computations. This provides user a
easy way to use Linbox. To use the specific algorithm, user only need to provide the caller function or classes and the proper
input file. Then the black box will take care of the detailed computations and generate the output.
Linbox also use the C++ template mechanism to organize the architecture and archive the genericity. This design can
have many advantages. Major advantages are code reuse and reconfiguration. Because template mechanism allows us to
create a function template whose functionality can be adapted to more than one variable type or class without repeating
the code for each type. For example, after we create a function template.We could use the template in integer number fields,
floating point number fields or some other number fields without rewrite the source code.
The Linbox package has been integrated into parallel GNFS package. For integer factorization process, we use GNFS
package first, to select parameters, set up factor bases, parallel sieving (the detailed parallel sieving implementation can
be found in [6,7]), then we use Linbox algorithms to solve the large and sparse linear system over GF(2) generated from
sieving. After we get solutions from Linbox, we go back to our GNFS to do squaring root and output the results. The whole
workflow is shown in Fig. 2.
7.2. Hardware and programming environment
The whole implementation uses several software packages, the Linbox package from Linbox project design team [13]
(written in C++) and theMontgomery block Lanczos code from [14].We also needMPI (Message Passing Interface) libraries
for our parallel function calls. For parallel implementation, MPICH1 (Message Passing Interface library version 1) [20] library
is used. In order to do arbitrary precision arithmetic, the GMP (the GNU Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library) 4.x is also
used [21]. We use GNU compiler to compile whole program and MPICH1 [22] for our MPI library. The version of MPICH1
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is 1.2.5.2 and the version of Linbox package is 1.0.0. The cluster we use is a Sun cluster from University of New Brunswick
Canada whose system configurations is:
• Name: chorus;
• FQDN: chorus.cs.unb.ca;
• Model: Sun Microsystems V60;
• Architecture: x86 cluster;
• Processor count: 164;
• Master node:
– 3 GB registered DDR-266 ECC SDRAM;
– 2× 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors with hyperthreading enabled;
– 2× 36-GB 10 K RPM SCSI internal drives for OS (mirrored);
– 4× 73-GB 10 K RPM SCSI internal drives for general use (RAID-5);
– Adaptec 7902 dual-channel U320 SCSI controller to support internal disks and CD-ROM drive;
– Dual-channel SCSI controller to support external disks;
– 6× 1000 Mbps Base-T Ethernet ports;
– 1× 1000 Mbps Base-MF Ethernet ports.
• Slave node:
– 2 to 3 GB registered DDR-266 ECC SDRAM;
– 2× 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processors with hyperthreading disabled;
– 2× 36-GB 10 K RPM SCSI internal drives;
– Adaptec 7902 dual-channel U320 SCSI controller to support internal disks and CD-ROM drive;
– 2× 1000 Mbps Base-T Ethernet ports.
7.3. Implementation details
The implementation of improved Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm is parameterized by the computational domain
and the vector andmatrix representations. There are four pre-defined archetypes for vector andmatrix representations [14]:
• Field archetype: This will define the implementation field and related field arithmetics. We have the GF(2) field defined
in our algorithm: Field F(q).
• Standard C++ vector:We have both dense and sparse vectors. Dense vectormeets the C++ STL vector definition. Sparse
vector is combined with three STL elements: STL vector of index element pairs, STL array mapping indices to elements
and STL pair of STL vectors.
• Dense matrix archetype: Matrices iterators are defined in this archetype. For a certain matrix, we have row iterator and
column iterators. For sparse matrix, we use a vector of sparse vectors to represent it and we only have row iterators.
• Blackbox archetype: This archetype defines a linear map. It also provides an interface to the block Lanczos algorithm
implementation.
We also have two main classes for vector and matrix archetype:
• VectorDomain class: This class defines all the vector arithmetics include vector addition, multiplication, dot product,
input and output. The class parameter will set the right field.
• MatrixDomain: Like the VectorDomain class, this class provides all the matrix arithmetics. In addition, proper vector-
matrix multiplication and matrix black box application are also provided.
Based on the definitions above, we define the implementation fields to GF(2) first, by: Field F(2), then set the input
matrix (A) by: SparseMatrix〈Field〉 A (F). At the same time, solution matrix is also defined by: Matrix x (A.rowdim(),N) (N
is the blocking factor). Then we pass all the parameters into black box Montgomery block Lanczos method by MGBLSolver
mgblsolver (F , traits, ri), and all the results will be put into matrix X .
8. Performance evaluation
We have seven test cases, each test case has a different size of n, all are listed in Table 2.
The sieving time increases when the size of n increases. Table 3 shows the average sieving time for each n with one
processor. Table 4 shows the number of processors we use for each test case. Fig. 3 shows the total sieving time (the total
execution time is almost the same as sieving time in these cases) for test case tst100, F7, tst150 and Briggs in seconds
respectively. Fig. 4 gives us the speed-up and parallel efficiency.
Fig. 5 gives the total execution time, sieving time, speed-up and parallel efficiency with different processor numbers for
test case tst200. Fig. 6 gives the total execution time, sieving time, speed-up and parallel efficiency with different processor
numbers for test case tst250. Fig. 7 gives the total execution time, sieving time, speed-up andparallel efficiencywith different
processor numbers for test case tstS1.
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Table 2
All test cases.
Name Number
tst10030 727563736353655223147641208603= 743774339337499•978204944528897
F739 680564733841876926926749214863536422914= 5704689200685129054721•59649589127497217
tst15045 799356282580692644127991443712991753990450969= 32823111293257851893153
•24353458617583497303673
Briggs51 556158012756522140970101270050308458769458529626977
= 1236405128000120870775846228354119184397•449818591141
tst20061 1241445153765162090376032461564730757085137334450817128010073
= 1127192007137697372923951166979 •1101360855918052649813406915187
tst25076 3675041894739039405533259197211548846143110109152323761665377505538520830273
= 69119855780815625390997974542224894323•53169119831396634916152282437374262651
tstS198 4811267562937276780452421970753006246225115038284348191584710942
0993527839223554575368891438718253
= 21326617921435191345914805886616773334390107640406173073760517251
•2255991822360879425583919003791503
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Fig. 4. Efficiency and speed up for tst100, F7, tst150 and Briggs.
8.1. Comparisons
As we presented in Section 6 that in theoretical time complexity we have improved the original one to the improved one
from O(n3) to O(n2). We have conducted seven test cases: tst100, F7, tst150, Briggs, tst200, tst250 and tstS1 which were
all run successfully on the improved Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm. The Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm in
Linbox fails on all test cases. Table 5 gives the results and comparisons between two algorithms. ‘‘O-solutions’’ stands for
the solutions found by the original Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm and ‘‘I-solutions’’ stands for the solutions found by
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Fig. 7. Execution time, sieving time, efficiency and speed up for tstS1.
Table 3
Average sieving time for each n.
Name Sieving times Avg sieving time (s)
tst10030 1 35.6
F739 1 28.8
tst15045 5 50.6
Briggs51 3 85.67
tst20061 7 560.6
tst25076 7 4757.91
tstS198 7 6735.8
the improved Montgomery block Lanczos algorithm. For larger cases such as tst200, tst250 and tstS1, the implemented
algorithm has demonstrated clearly good scalability which provides strong confidence to be used for even larger
problems.
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Table 4
Number of processors used for each test case.
Name Number of slave processors
tst10030 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
F739 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
tst15045 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Briggs51 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
tst20061 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
tst25076 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
tstS198 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Table 5
The comparisons on O/I solutions.
Name O-solutions I-solutions
tst10030 0 5
F739 0 8
tst15045 0 14
Briggs51 0 13
tst20061 0 8
tst25076 0 14
9. Future works
One important feature of GF(2) is: one can use bitwise operations to get better performance because it only contains 0
and 1. On a binary machine, the matrix A can be applied to N vectors at a time (N is the length of computer word, usually
32 or 64). Assume A is n × n, we can reduce the time complexity from O(n2) to O(n2/N). In our parallel GNFS package,
the generated large and sparse linear system is over GF(2). So we want to take advantage of this feature. The improved
Montgomery block Lanczos algorithmwe presented in this paper is based on Linbox, and it is not highly bitwised yet. In our
future plan, we want to further implement the bitwised Montgomery block Lanczos algorithms over GF(2) to improve the
overall algorithm’s performance significantly.
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